
Foundation Class No 8 Home Practise 

1. Connect to the plant images (1 – 13) below and try to feel how they feel. 

2. Connect to the fruit images (1 – 4) and try to sense which one is more or less vital. 

3. Connect to your joints: Knees, wrists and shoulders. Compare vitality. 
4. If possible, get in touch with another friend from the group and try to connect to the vitality 

of the same joints in them. Then compare your findings.   

 
Plants: 

Image 1. Confined, restricted (sort of thriving) but frustrated 

Image 2. Calmer but also restricted not grounded (floating) 

Image 3. Agitated and angry 

Image 4. Very lost, confused and imprisoned 

  
Flowers: 

Image 5. HaPpY, light and dancing 

Image 6. Playful, free and excited  

Image 7. Freedom, happy and light  

   

Trees: 

Image 8. Angry and feels intense/feeling of heaviness but also power 

Image 9. Powerful, majestic and content (very dominant and reaching wide to embrace all) 

Image 10. Giving, helping and open (free) but also feels vulnerable 

Image 11. Dominant and wants to take up more room very grounded/rooted and feels too top heavy 

Image 12. Both Lost and confused (lonely). The one on right feels more dominant, the left one feels overshadowed 

Image 13. Stuck, too perfect, sad, blocked and restricted (soldiers in line/can’t breathe) 



 

 

 

Fruit: 

Image 1. Colourful but feeing fake, no vitality or nutrients, almost toxic and not appetizing. They feel embarrassed 

to be fruit (grapes a little more vibrant but they’re sad) 

Image 2. Too perfect, very little nutrition and they feel tired/sad        

Image 3. Fake, not real and no vitality or nutrition - almost plastic, feeling empty        

Image 4. Juicy but hard, not appetizing… they feel happiest of all fruit pics but they want more freedom to be         

 

3. Connect to your joints: Knees, wrists and shoulders. Compare vitality. 
4. If possible, get in touch with another friend from the group and try to connect to the vitality of the 

same joints in them. Then compare your findings. 

     


